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Making the Mammoth Season Two
Making the Mammoth Season Two has returned! Episode two of the series offers fans an exclusive look into the
Pepsi Center war room and behind-the-scenes background on roster transactions executed during the first round
of the 2020 NLL Entry Draft. Then, the Altitude crew captures all of the sights and sounds from the big night
during the season’s third installment of Making the Mammoth. Episodes two and three can be viewed below!
Making the Mammoth S2EP2
Making the Mammoth S2EP3

Mammoth Trivia
The Mammoth Trivia question of the month is:
Which player led the Colorado Mammoth during the 2019-20 NLL season in Power Play Goals?
A) Chris Wardle
B) Tyler Digby
C) Eli McLaughlin
*To view the answer, please see the bottom of page two
D) Ryan Lee
E) Dylan Kinnear

Mammoth Trick Shot Week

Calling all trick shot artist’s!! If you would like the chance to be featured on the Colorado Mammoth Social
channels. Send us your best trick shot before November 13th. During the week of November 16th some
Colorado Mammoth will be showing off their trick shots.
To send in your submissions please send them to our Lacrosse Development Manager at
Brendan.myklewinkler@coloradomammoth.com

Mammoth Team Store
As an additional thank you to our dedicated Mammoth fans, we’re also offering 40% OFF retail prices
on all Altitude Authentics Mammoth gear through November 11th!! Use the code MAM40 at
checkout to receive your discount!
Click the link to head to the Colorado Mammoth Team Store

Click here to receive news on upcoming Mammoth camps, clinics and
youth lacrosse initiatives throughout Colorado.
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Lacrosse Terminology
Beginning this month, we’re introducing a Lacrosse Terminology section to help you learn some fun lacrosse
lingo. This month’s Lacrosse Terminology terms are “Bar Down” and “Worm Burner”
Bar Down: When the ball hits the bottom of the crossbar and immediately deflects downward while entering the
net for a goal.
Worm Burner: When a player takes an aggressive, low-angled shot which lightly skims the ground.

Highlight of the Month
This month's Highlight of the Month is from Colorado
Mammoth defenseman, Jordan Gillies. Gilles scored a
beautiful goal on a textbook pick-and-roll with defenseman
Joey Cupido. The goal came during the Colorado Mammoth’s
January 4th, 13-9 victory over the Vancouver Warriors.

To view the goal, click here: Gilles's Pick and Roll Snipe

Monthly Activity
This month’s activity is a Colorado Mammoth Decode the Message.
You can find the printable version here: Colorado Mammoth Decode the Message

US Lacrosse
Make sure to check out the US Lacrosse website for information on US
Lacrosse and more:

https://www.uslacrosse.org/
The answer to the trivia question is D) Ryan Lee
Links to Colorado Mammoth Social Media Pages
Facebook. Twitter. Instagram. TikTok.
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